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TENANT BASED SIGNATURE VALIDATION

BACKGROUND

[0001] The deployment topologies of servers and services that are distributed across

online environments are becoming increasingly complex. Applications require secure

access across these servers and services regardless of their deployment characteristics or

location. Public key infrastructure (PKI) operations are often tied to using content that is

stored in a database. For example, trusted root certificates may be stored on a company's

server and used for certificate validation. Based on this structure, tenants in a multi-tenant

environment store their specific PKI data on a public machine store that is accessible to

other tenants to perform certificate validation.

[0002] It is with respect to these and other general considerations that embodiments have

been made. Also, although relatively specific problems have been discussed, it should be

understood that the embodiments should not be limited to solving the specific problems

identified in the background.

SUMMARY

[0003] In summary, the disclosure generally relates to validating custom signatures in a

multi-tenant environment. More particularly, the disclosure relates generally to methods

and systems for a server on a distributed network to access and virtually store tenant

certificate collections as needed. The server or other computing device on the distributed

network is configured with the capability to access secure and isolated tenant stores to load

different tenant certificate collections as needed. Further, the server or other computing

device on the distributed network is configured with the capability to delete virtually stored

tenant certificate collections after use to free up storage space on the server and/or to

maintain the confidentiality of the accessed tenant certificate collection.

[0004] This summary is provided to introduce a selection of concepts in a simplified form

that are further described below in the Detailed Description. This summary is not intended

to identify key features or essential features of the claimed subject matter, nor is it intended

to be used to limit the scope of the claimed subject matter.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0005] Non-limiting and non-exhaustive embodiments are described with reference to the

following Figures in which:

[0006] FIG. 1 illustrates an exemplary system of a distributed network for validating a

custom signature in a multi-tenant environment, according to an example embodiment;



[0007] FIG. 2 illustrates an exemplary system of a distributed network for validating a

custom signature in a multi-tenant environment, according to yet another example

embodiment;

[0008] FIG. 3 illustrates an exemplary system of a distributed network for validating a

custom signature in a multi-tenant environment, according to an example embodiment;

[0009] FIG. 4 illustrates an exemplary method for validating a custom signature in a multi-

tenant environment, according to an example embodiment;

[0010] FIG. 5 illustrates an exemplary method for validating a custom signature in a multi-

tenant environment, according to yet another example embodiment;

[001 1] FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating example physical components of a computing

device with which embodiments of the disclosure may be practiced;

[0012] FIGS. 7A and 7B are simplified block diagrams of a mobile computing device with

which embodiments of the present disclosure may be practiced; and

[0013] FIG. 8 is a simplified block diagram of a distributed computing system in which

embodiments of the present disclosure may be practiced.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0014] In the following detailed description, references are made to the accompanying

drawings that form a part hereof, and in which are shown by way of illustrations specific

embodiments or examples. These aspects may be combined, other aspects may be utilized,

and structural changes may be made without departing from the spirit or scope of the present

disclosure. The following detailed description is therefore not to be taken in a limiting

sense, and the scope of the present disclosure is defined by the appended claims and their

equivalents.

[0015] Throughout this specification, the term "platform" may be a combination of

software and hardware components for providing data exchange using a protocol between

a client and a server over a network. Examples of platforms include, but are not limited

to, a hosted service executed over a plurality of servers, an application executed on a single

computing device, and comparable systems. The term "server" generally refers to a

computing device executing one or more software programs typically in a networked

environment. However, a server may also be implemented as a virtual server (software

programs) executed on one or more computing devices viewed as a server on the network.

More detail on these technologies and example operations is provided below.

[0016] As briefly described above, embodiments of the disclosure are directed to

validating a signature in a multi-tenant environment. In embodiments, the signature is of an



S/MIME email in a multi-tenant environment. Currently, a user of a tenant sends a MIME

message, such as an email, to a client using his private key (also referred to herein as a

signing certificate). While the discussion refers to an email message, it is understood by a

person of skill in the art that any messages or other type of data may be practiced with the

embodiments disclosed herein. A "user" as used herein refers to any individual or machine

associated with a tenant. A "tenant" as used herein refers to any company, organization, or

grouping of users.

[0017] The client may wish verify the signature of the email message sent from the user

or, in other words, verify that the email was sent from the listed sender. To verify the

signature of the email, the client sends the signature or signing certificate back to the server

associated with the sender/tenant that sent the email for the user. The server of the tenant

stores a list of each user's certificate requirements or certificate for validating the user's

signature (also referred to herein as a certificate, signing certificate, signature, private key,

or custom signature). The listing of the certificate requirements or certificates for each user

of a tenant is referred to herein as a certificate collection. The tenant server uses the

identified user's certificate requirements or certificate from the stored certificate collection

to attempt to validate the received certificate.

[0018] For security reasons, the availability of the certification collection is limited. Most

tenants prefer that no one outside of the tenant or the tenant server has access to the

certificate collection or access to any tenant's certificate requirements or certificate listed

on the certificate collection. If the tenant server can validate the received signing certificate

from the client using the identified user's certificate requirements or certificate, the server

sends a notice to the client that the signature is valid or that the email was sent from the

identified user. If the tenant server cannot validate the received signing certificate from the

client using the identified user's certificate requirements or certificate, the server sends a

notice to the client that the signature is invalid or that the email was not sent from the

identified user. If the signature is valid, the message was indeed sent by the tenant or sender

identified in the message. The tenant server generates the certificate collection by accessing

and storing the certificate requirements or certificate from each user. In some examples, a

signature or signing certificate may be found invalid if the message was modified in route

to the client, if the user's signing certificate was revoked, or if the certificate requirements

or certificate for the user no longer exists (e.g., an email address is deactivated when an

employee leaves a company).



[0019] In a multi-tenant environment, multiple tenants having numerous certificates may

be sent by clients to servers in a distributed network for validation. Under the currently

utilized validation process, servers are configured to utilize a stored certificate collection.

However, it is not feasible for a server in a distributed network to store the certificate

collection for each tenant on the network. First, the servers in the distributed network are

accessible to multiple tenants. As such, allowing each tenant to access the servers on the

distributed network compromises the security of the distributed network. Second, the

servers in the distributed network have a limited storage capacity using traditional storage

model and are not capable of storing each tenant's certificate collection.

[0020] To address the above limitations, embodiments of the present disclosure relate

generally to methods and systems for a server on a distributed network to access tenant

certificate collections from private tenant stores on the distributed network and virtually

store tenant certificate collections as needed. In embodiments, the information on a specific

tenant store on the distributed network is not accessible by other tenants or publically

available. As such, the tenants can upload or import and save their certificate collection to

their tenant store on the distributed network without compromising the security of the

distributed network. Accordingly, embodiments of the present disclosure relate generally

to methods and systems for a server that does not have to access a local tenant machine and

does have a copy of the tenant's certificate collection. In embodiments, the server may

access a certificate collection and load it as a virtual store. Additionally, the server on the

distributed network may be configured to delete virtually stored tenant certificate collections

from the server after use to free up storage space on the server and/or to maintain the

confidentiality of the accessed tenant certificate collection.

[0021] FIGS. 1-3 illustrate an exemplary system 100 of a distributed network 104 for

validating a signature of a message in a multi-tenant environment, according to example

embodiments. In some embodiments, the signature validation illustrated in FIGS. 1-3 may

be performed in accordance with an S/MIME protocol; however, other verification protocols

may be employed with the embodiments disclosed herein. The system 100 includes clients

102, a distributed network 104, and tenants 110. While the system 100 illustrated in FIGS.

1-3 has three or four different clients 102a, 102b, 102c, and 102d and four or five different

tenants 110a, 110b, 110c, 1lOd, and 1lOe, the illustrated number of clients 102 and tenants

110 are exemplary only. One of skill in the art will appreciate that the system 100 may

include any number of clients 102d and/or tenants 1lOe.



[0022] The client 102 as used herein refers to any individual, user, or machine that receives

a signed message from a server 106 on a distributed network. In embodiments, the client

102 is not associated with a tenant 110. In some embodiments, the client 102 is associated

with a tenant 110. The tenant 110, as discussed above, refers to any company, organization,

or grouping of users. Users, as discussed above, refer to any individual or machine

associated with a tenant 110.

[0023] The distributed network 104 may contain two or more servers connected over a

network (e.g., a WAN, a LAN, a Wi-Fi network, the Internet, etc.). A distributed network

104 may also be referred to herein as a cloud or a distributed network of servers. The

distributed network 104 includes servers 106 and tenant stores 108. While the distributed

network 104 illustrated in FIGS. 1-3 has four different servers 106a, 106b, 106c, and 106d

and four or five different stores 108a, 108b, 108c, 108d, and 108e the illustrated number of

servers 106 and stores 108 are exemplary only. One of skill in the art will appreciate that

the distributed network 104 may include any number of servers 106c and/or stores 108e.

[0024] Example applications executed at a client 102 that interact with the distributed

network 104 are one or more productivity applications (e.g., a word processor, a

presentation applications, a spreadsheet application, etc.) and one or more communication

applications (e.g., email applications, instant messaging applications, video streaming

applications, social media applications, calendaring applications, games etc.) or any

applications that require a client device and a server to communication (e.g., banking

applications, internal company applications, and etc.) over a distributed network. Example

client devices 102 may include a desktop computer, a laptop computer, a tablet, a smart

watch, a wearable computer, a mobile phone, a smartphone, an electronic whiteboard,

and/or other similar client devices. The communication service and the productivity service

may also work in conjunction to retrieve and exchange email and/or other data.

[0025] An example productivity application may be configured to provide access to

various services built around a productivity platform. In embodiments, the services are

executed or hosted on a remote device, such as server 106 in the distributed network. Some

productivity services may include, but are not limited to, a collaboration application, an

enterprise management application, a messaging application, a word processing application,

a spreadsheet application, a database application, a presentation application, etc. The

productivity service may provide access to data associated with the various productivity

applications hosted on a remote device by retrieving the data, for example, from a remote

server 106 on a distributed network 104. The server 106 may be accessed over a network



104, which may be a wired or wireless network, or a cloud network, and the retrieved data

may be loaded, and/or manipulated. Exemplary networks may include, but are not limited

to, cellular data networks, working area networks (WANs), local area networks (LANs), the

Internet, etc.

[0026] Similarly, an example communication application may be an application or service

configured to provide email, contacts management, and/or calendar services. In

embodiments, the communication application may also provide one or more real-time

communications platforms, such as instant messaging, audio/visual conferencing, and

presence detection. For example, a user may receive, view and reply to emails using the

communication application executed on the client 102 and received from the distributed

network 104.

[0027] As illustrated in FIG. 1, server2 106b from the distributed network 104, sends a

first client 102a data from a user of the fourth tenant HOd with a signature. In some

embodiments, the sent data is an email message. The first client 102a requests validation of

the received signing certificate from the server2 106b from which the client 102a received

the data. The server2 106b identifies the tenant 110 that relates to or is associated with the

signing certificate for validation. In the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 1, the server2 106b

identifies that the signing certificate is associated with the fourth tenant 1lOd.

[0028] Accordingly, server2 106b accesses a certificate collection on the fourth tenant

store 108d on the distributed network 104. In some embodiments, the server2 106b accesses

the certificate collection on the fourth tenant store 108d by requesting access to the fourth

tenant store 108d and/or to the certificate collection on the fourth tenant store 108d. In

further embodiments, the server2 106b accesses the certificate collection on the fourth

tenant store 108d by reading the fourth tenant store 108d and/or by reading the certificate

collection on the fourth tenant store 108d.

[0029] As discussed above, the tenant store 108 is located on the distributed network 104

and stores a tenant's organization data and/or configuration information. The information

on tenant store 108d is isolated and separated from other tenant stores 108a, 108b, and 108c.

According, the information saved on each tenant store 108 is not publically accessible nor

is it accessible to other tenants on the distributed network 104. As discussed above, the

certificate collection is a list certificates for validating a signature of a signed message sent

by a user associated with the tenant 110. A certificate collection for a tenant 110 is uploaded

or imported and saved to the tenant store 108 by a tenant administrator. In some

embodiments, the tenant administrator imports and saves the certificate collection using a



remote PowerShell or graphical user interface for a tenant administrative task. As illustrated

in FIGS. 1-3 each tenant 110a, 110b, 110c, 1lOd, and 1lOe have dedicated storage space on

the distributed network 104 to which the individual tenants can import and saved their

certificate collection on their representative tenant store 108a, 108b, 108c, 108d, 108e.

[0030] Once server2 106b accesses the certificate collection for the fourth tenant HOd

from the fourth tenant store 108d, the server2 106b loads the certificate collection to the

server2 106b. In some embodiments, the server2 106b loads the certificate collection to the

server2 106b as a fourth tenant virtual store. The server2 106b then validates the signing

certificate using the virtual store. In some embodiments, during validation, the server2 106b

attempts to validate the specified user of the tenant's 1lOd signature against the certificates

or certificate requirements in the virtual store for the specified user from the certificate

collection. If the server2 106b validates the signing certificate, the server2 106b sends a

notice to the first client that the signing certificate is valid. If the server2 106b cannot

validate the signing certificate, the server2 106b sends a notice to the first client that the

signing certificate is invalid.

[0031] Alternatively, in some embodiments, the server 106 on the distributed network may

send the virtual store to the client sending the request and allows the client to determine if

the signing certificate is valid based on the sent certificate collection in the virtual store. In

alternative embodiments, sever determines the certificate requirements for the user from the

virtual store and sends the user's certificate requirements or certificate to the client sending

the request and allows the client to determine if the signing certificate is valid based sent

requirements or certificate.

[0032] In some embodiments, the virtual store on the sever2 106b is deleted immediately

after use by the server2 106b. In other embodiments, the virtual store is held by the server2

106b for a predetermine amount of time. For instance, the virtual store may be held after

use by the server2 106b for 50 milliseconds, 1 second, 5 seconds, 30 seconds, 1 minute, 2

minutes, 5 minutes, 10 minutes, 15 minutes, 30 minutes, 1 hour, 2 hours, 5 hours, 10 hours,

12 hours, or 1 day. This list is exemplary and is not limiting. A person of skill in the art

will appreciate that any desirable predetermined amount of time may be utilized before

deleting the virtual store. In alternative embodiments, the virtual store is held by the server

until a specific event occurs. For example, the virtual store may be held after use until the

server2 106b receives a request to validate a signing certificate of a different tenant. In

another example, the virtual store is held after use until the server2 106b reaches a

predetermined amount of storage capacity.



[0033] While the discussion of FIG. 1 was directed to a specific embodiment, the

operations performed by the first client 102a may be performed by any client 102 of a system

100. Additionally, while the discussion of FIG. 1 was directed to a specific embodiment,

the steps performed by the sever2 106b may be performed by any server 106 of the

distributed network 104 in response to a request for validating a signing certificate for any

user of any tenant 110 from any client 102 simultaneously, at staggered times, and/or at

overlapping times.

[0034] The exemplary systems illustrated in FIGS. 2 and 3 show that various servers 106

on the distributed network 104 can receive requests for validating signing certificates from

multiple users from different tenants 110a, 110b, 110c, 1lOd, and/or 1lOe from numerous

clients 102a, 102b, 102c, and/or 102d. The servers 106 of the distributed network 104 may

receive requests to validate messages from various clients 102 simultaneously, at staggered

times, or at overlapping times. Further, one or more servers 106 of the distributed network

104 may receive multiple requests for signing certificate validation from various clients 102

simultaneously, at staggered times, or at overlapping times.

[0035] For example, FIG. 2 illustrates that the first client 102a requests validation of a

signing certificate received from a user of the third tenant 110c via server3 106d, while the

second client 102b requests validation of a signing certificate received from a user of the

second tenant 110b via server2 106b, and while the third client 102c requests validation of

a signing certificate received from a user of the first tenant 110a via server2 106b. Each

server that receives a request as displayed in FIG. 2 identifies the tenant 110 associated with

the signing certificate and accesses the appropriate tenant store 108. For example, server3

106d accesses the third tenant's certificate collection on the third tenant store 108c, server2

106b accesses the second tenant's certificate collection on the second tenant store 108b, and

serverl 106a accesses the first tenant's certificate collection on the first tenant store 108a.

After accessing the appropriate tenant's certificate collection, each server 106a, 106b, and

106d loads the certificate collection from the appropriate store as the virtual store. Once the

appropriate tenant' s certificate collection is loaded, each server 106a, 106b, and 106d checks

the validity of their received message or signing certificate using the appropriate user's

certificate requirements or certificate from the virtual store. After determining the

validation of the signing certificate, each server 106a, 106b, and 106d sends a notice of the

determined validity of the signing certificate to the client 102a, 102b, and 102c that made

the request. Each sever 106a, 106b, and 106d may be performing the validation of the

signing certificates simultaneously, at overlapping times, and at staggered times.



[0036] In some embodiments, the client 102 sends the request to validate a signing

certificate from a user of a specific tenant 110 to the server 106 on the distributed network

104 from which the client received the data signed with the certificate. In other

embodiments, the client may send the request to validate a signing certificate from a user of

specific tenant 110 to a different server 106 on the distributed network from which the client

received the data with the signing certificate. In some embodiments, the server 106 that

sends the data with a signing certificate to the client 102 is selected because the server 106

has the most available processing capacity of the servers 106 on the distributed network

104. In other embodiments, the server 106 that sends the data with a signing certificate to

the client 102 is selected based on location, processing capacity, load blanching, and/or

storage space available.

[0037] Multiple servers 106 may receive multiple requests from the same or different

clients 102. For example, FIG. 3 illustrates that client 102a sent two requests to validate

two different signing certificates from a user of the fourth tenant 1lOd via server 106b and

106c. FIG. 3 further illustrates that the second client 102b received data with a signing

certificate from a user of the second tenant 110b from server2 106b and requested validity

of the signing certificate for the user of the second tenant from server 1 106a. Based on this

request from the second client 102b, server 1 106a accessed the certificate collection on the

second tenant store 108b, loaded the certificate collection in a virtual store, determined the

validity of the received signing certificate from the user of the second tenant store 108b, and

sent a validity notice based on the validity determination to the second client 102b. While

server 1 106a is processing the request from the second client 102b, serverl 106a may send

data with a signing certificate from a user of a first tenant 110a to the third client 102c. In

some embodiments, the data with a signing certificate received by the client is data for an

email application, an instant message, a calendar application, a contact application, a social

media application, or a game application. This list is exemplary only and is not limiting.

Additionally, FIG. 2 illustrates that any number of tenant stores (η tenant store 108e) or

tenants (η tenants 1lOe) may be utilized by system 100.

[0038] The example systems in FIG. 1 through 3 have been described with specific

configurations, applications, and interactions. Contemplated embodiments, however, are

not limited to systems according to these examples. A system for providing a

communication connection to establish a session between a client and a server and to

exchange data over a network may be implemented in configurations that employ fewer or

additional components and perform other tasks. Furthermore, although specific protocols



have been described herein, one of skill in the art will appreciate that other protocols and/or

interfaces may be employed with the embodiments disclosed herein.

[0039] Referring now to FIG. 4, an exemplary method for validating a custom signature,

according to an example embodiment, is shown. Method 400 may be implemented on a

computing device or similar electronic device capable of executing instructions through a

processor. In some embodiments, the computing device may be one or more servers that

are a part of a distributed network of servers. In instances where the method 400 is

implemented by more than one server, execution of the different operations that make up

method 400 may be performed by different servers that are part of the distributed network.

Further, the server on the distributed network performing method 400 according to

embodiments may be configured to access a certificate collection on a tenant store in a

distributed network in response to a client request for signature validation.

[0040] Method 400 begins with receiving operation 402. A server that is part of a

distributed network receives a request to validate a signing certificate (also referred to herein

as a custom signature, signature, or certificate) from a client. The client may send the

request to the server in response to receiving a message or data from a user. In some

embodiments, the data received by the client is an email message, an instant message, or a

calendar invitation. In other embodiments, the data received by the client may be a video,

a document, an image, a spreadsheet, or any other type of data file(s). In embodiments, the

data received by the client includes a signing certificate or signature that indicates that the

data was sent to the client from a specific user of a specific tenant.

[0041] After receiving the request, flow continues to identifying operation 404. At

identifying operation 404, a tenant is identified out of a plurality of tenants associated with

the distributed network. The identified tenant may be associated with a user indicated as the

sender of the message or data. In some embodiments, the plurality of tenants may include

each tenant associated with the distributed network or a subset of tenants associated with

the distributed network. The server may identify the tenant using a tenant identifier, a user

identifier, or any other type of identifier associated with the request sent by the client or

message/data received by the client.

[0042] Next, flow continues to accessing operation 406. At accessing operation 406, the

tenant's certificate collection from the identified tenant's tenant store on the distributed

network is accessed. In some embodiments, accessing operation 406 includes requesting

access to the certificate collection and/or the identified tenant store. In other embodiments,

accessing operation 406 may include reading the certificate collection directly from



identified tenant store. In some embodiments, the certificate collection is a file saved on the

tenant store. In embodiments, the tenant store may be an isolated data store that is part of a

distributed network. In such embodiments, the data store is isolated such that only the tenant

has read and/or write access privileges to the data store. In embodiments, the certificate

collection may be uploaded and saved to the tenant store by the tenant administrator. The

tenant store may be used to store tenant data and tenant configuration information. As

discussed above, the information saved on the tenant store on the distributed network is

isolated and separate from other tenants. The information on the tenant store including the

certificate collection is not accessible to other tenants, users, and/or clients on the distributed

network, thereby maintaining the security of the distributed system. In some embodiments,

the information on the tenant store, including the certificate collection, may not be publically

available.

[0043] Flow continues to loading operation 408. At loading operation 408, the certificate

collection is loaded to a virtual store. The virtual store may reside in memory that the device

performing the method 400 can access. In some embodiments, the certificate collection is

loaded as a virtual store (also referred to herein as a file or virtual file). In some

embodiments, the virtual store is deleted after use of the virtual store. In other embodiments

the virtual store is deleted after use of the virtual store after a predetermined amount of time

or after a specific event occurs.

[0044] Flow continues to validation decision operation 410. At validation decision

operation 410, a determination is made as to whether the signing certificate is validated

using the certificate requirements or the certificate from the virtual store. In some

embodiments, after identifying the specific user (e.g., using an identifier) of the tenant, the

server accesses the user's corresponding certificate or requirements from the certificate

collection on the virtual store. In these embodiments, a determination of whether the signing

certificate from the user is valid is made by utilizing the certificate requirements or a

certificate for the user listed within the certificate collection saved on the server as the virtual

store. In some embodiments, the signing certificate is compared to the certificate

requirements to determine if the signing certificate is valid. If the signing certificate meets

the certificate requirements, the signing certificate is valid. If the signing certificate does

not meet the certificate requirements, the signing certificate is not valid. In other

embodiments, the signing certificate is compared to the user's certificate from the certificate

collection. In these embodiments, if the signing certificate is the same as the user's

certificate from the certificate collection, the signing certificate is valid. In these



embodiments, if the signing certificate is not the same as the user's certificate from the

certificate collection, the signing certificate is invalid... If a determination is made that the

signing certificate is invalid during operation 410, flow branches "No" to operation 412. If

a determination is made that the signing certificate is valid during operation 410, flow

branches "Yes" to operation 414.

[0045] At sending invalid notice operation 412, a notice is sent to the client that that the

signing certificate from the user of the tenant is invalid. Based on this notice, the client is

notified that the data received with the signing certificate was not sent from the identified

sender (the user of the tenant). A signature or signing certificate may be found invalid if

the message was modified in route to the client or if the certificate requirements for the user

no longer exist (e.g., an email address is inactivated when an employee leaves a company).

In yet another embodiment, a certificate revocation list (CRL) may indicate that the

certificate is invalid. A person of skill in the art appreciates that there are numerous other

reasons why a signing certificate may be found invalid.

[0046] At sending valid notice operation 414, notice is sent to the client that that the

signing certificate from the user of the tenant is valid. As such, the client is notified that the

data received with the signing certificate was sent from the identified sender (the user of the

tenant).

[0047] In an alternative embodiment, the device performing the method 400 does not

perform operations 410, 412, and 414 during method 400 and instead identifies the

certificate requirements or certificate that corresponds to the user of the identified tenant

from the identified tenant's certificate collection on the virtual store and sends the user's

requirements or certificate to the client requesting validation. In this embodiment, the client

utilizes the requirements or certificate to determine if the signing certificate is valid. In

some embodiments, the client determines that the signing certificate from the user of the

identified tenant is valid if the user's certificate requirements or certificate can be used to

validate the user's signing certificate and determines that the signing certificate from the

user of the identified tenant is invalid if the user's certificate or certificate requirements

cannot validate the user's signing certificate.

[0048] In alternate embodiments, a device performing method 400 does not perform

operations 410, 412, and 414 during method 400 and instead sends the virtual store

containing the identified tenant's certificate collection to the client requesting validation.

During these embodiments, the client uses the certificate collection from the virtual store to

determine if the signing certificate is valid. The client may identify the user's certificate



requirements from the list of certificate requirements in the certificate collection and utilizes

the user's certificate requirements to determine if the user's signing certificate is valid. In

some embodiments, the client determines that the signing certificate from the user of the

identified tenant is valid if the user's signing certificate meets the user's certificate

requirements and determines that the signing certificate from the user of the identified tenant

is invalid if the user's signing certificate does not meet the user's certificate requirements.

[0049] While method 400 is directed to the receipt of a single signing certificate from first

tenant, the method 400 may be employed to handle several different signing signatures for

several different clients (e.g., a first client, a second client, a third client, a fourth client, a

fifth client, . . . and an a nTH client) for several different tenants (e.g., a first tenant, a second

tenant, a third tenant, a fourth tenant, a fifth tenant, . . . and a nTH tenant) each tenant having

their own tenant store (a first tenant store, a second tenant store, a third tenant store, a fourth

tenant store, a fifth tenant store, . . . and a nTH tenant store) simultaneously, at overlapping

times, or at staggered times. Further, method 400 may be performed by several devices

(first server, second server, third server, a fourth server, a fifth server, . . . and a nTH server)

within the distributed network for one or more clients simultaneously, at overlapping times,

or at staggered times.

[0050] Referring now to FIG. 5, an exemplary method for validating a signature,

according to an example embodiment, is shown. Method 500 may be implemented on a

computing device or similar electronic device capable of executing instructions through a

processor. In some embodiments, the computing device may be one or more servers that

are part of a distributed network of servers. In instances where the method 500 is

implemented by more than one server, execution of the different operations that make up

method 400 may be performed by different servers that are part of the distributed network.

Further, a server on the distributed network performing method 500 according to

embodiments may be configured to access a certificate collection on a tenant store in a

distributed network in response to a client request client request to validate data or for

signature validation. In further embodiments, the method 500 may be performed according

S/MIME protocol; however, one of skill in the art will appreciate that other protocols may

be employed with the method 500. Method 500 is similar to method 400 except that method

500 relates to receiving two separate validation requests for two different signing

certificates.

[0051] Method 500 begins with receiving operation 502. Receiving operation 502 is

similar to receiving operation 402 of method 400. At receiving operation 502, a request to



validate a first signing certificate (also referred to herein as a custom signature, signature,

or certificate) is received from a client. The client may send the request to the server in

response to receiving a message or data from a user. In some embodiments, the data

received by the client is an email message, an instant message, or a calendar invitation. In

other embodiments, the data received by the client may be a video, a document, an image,

a spreadsheet, or any other type of data file(s). In embodiments, the data received by the

client includes a first signing certificate or first signature that indicates that the data was sent

to the client from a specific user of a specific tenant.

[0052] After receiving the request, flow continues to identifying operation 504. Operation

504 is similar to operation 404 of method 400. At identifying operation 504, a tenant is

identified out of a plurality of tenants associated with the distributed network. The identified

tenant may be associated with a user indicated as the sender of the message or data. In some

embodiments, the plurality of tenants may include each tenant associated with the

distributed network or a subset of tenants associated with the distributed network. The

server may identify the tenant using a tenant identifier, a user identifier, or any other type

of identifier associated with the request sent by the client or message/data received by the

client.

[0053] Next, flow continues to accessing operation 506. Operation 506 is similar to

operation 406 of method 400. At accessing operation 506 the tenant's certificate collection

from the identified tenant's tenant store on the distributed network is accessed. In some

embodiments, accessing operation 506 includes requesting access to the certificate

collection and/or the identified tenant store. In other embodiments, accessing operation 506

may include reading the certificate collection directly from the identified tenant store. In

embodiments, the tenant store may be an isolated data store that is part of a distributed

network. In such embodiments, the data store is isolated such that only the tenant has read

and/or write access privileges to the data store. In embodiments, the certificate collection

may be uploaded and saved to the tenant store by the tenant administrator. The tenant store

may be used to store tenant organization data and tenant configuration information. As

discussed above, the information saved on the tenant store on the distributed network is

isolated and separate from other tenants. The information on the tenant store including the

certificate collection is not accessible to other tenants, users, and/or clients on the distributed

network, thereby maintaining the security of the distributed system. In some embodiments,

the information on the tenant store, including the certificate collection, is may not or be

publically available.



[0054] Flow continues to loading operation 508. Operation 508 is similar to operation

408 of method 400. At loading operation 508, the certificate collection is loaded to a virtual

store. The virtual store may reside in memory that the device performing method 500 has

access to. In some embodiments, the virtual store deletes the virtual store after use. In other

embodiments, the virtual store is deleted after use of the virtual store after a predetermined

amount of time or after a specific event occurs. For example, in some embodiments, the

virtual store is deleted when a request to validate is received for a second signing certificate

after use of the virtual store. In another example, in some embodiments, the virtual store is

deleted 30 milliseconds, 2 seconds, 3 seconds, 42 seconds, 1.5 minutes, 4 minutes, 6

minutes, 12 minutes, 40 minutes, 45 minutes, 1.5 hours, 3 hours, 4 hours, 6 hours, 9 hours,

or 2 days after use of the virtual store.

[0055] Flow continues to validation operation 510. Operation 510 is similar to validation

decision operation 410 of method 400. At validation operation 510, the first signing

certificate is validated using certificate requirements or certificate from the identified tenant

virtual store. In some embodiments, after identifying the specific user (e.g., using and

identifier) of the tenant, the server accesses the user's corresponding certificate requirements

or certificate from the certificate collection on the virtual store. In these embodiments, a

determination of whether the first signing certificate from the user is valid is made by

utilizing the certificate requirements or certificate for the user listed within the certificate

collection saved on the server as the virtual store. In some embodiments, the first signing

certificate is compared to the certificate requirements to determine if the first signing

certificate is valid. If the first signing certificate meets the certificate requirements, the first

signing certificate is valid. If the first signing certificate does not meet the certificate

requirements, the first signing certificate is not valid. In alternative embodiments, the first

signing certificate is compared to the user's certificate from the certificate collection. In

these embodiments, if the first signing certificate is the same as the user's certificate from

the certificate collection, the first signing certificate is valid. In these embodiments, if the

fist signing certificate is not the same as the user's certificate from the certificate collection,

the signing certificate is invalid. If a determination is made that the first signing certificate

is invalid during operation 510, a notice of the invalid first signing certificate is sent to the

client. If a determination is made that the first signing certificate is valid during operation

510, a notice of the valid first signing certificate is sent to the client.

[0056] In an alternative embodiment, the server on the distributed network does not

determine the validity of the first signing certificate during operations 510 of method 500



and instead during operation 510 identifies the certificate requirements or certificate that

corresponds to the user of the identified tenant from the identified tenant's certificate

collection on the virtual store and sends the user's requirements or certificate from the

virtual store to the client requesting validation. In this embodiment, the client utilizes the

requirements or certificate to determine if the first signing certificate is valid. In some

embodiments, the client determines that the first signing certificate from the user of the

identified tenant is valid if the first signing certificate meets the certificate requirements and

determines that the first signing certificate from the user of the identified tenant is invalid if

the user's signing certificate does not meet the user's certificate requirements.

[0057] In another embodiment, the server on the distributed network does not determine

the validity of the first signing certificate during operations 510 of method 500 and instead

during operation 510 sends the virtual store containing the identified tenant's certificate

collection to the client requesting validation. During these embodiments, the client uses the

certificate collection to determine if the first signing certificate is valid. The client may

identify the user's certificate requirements or certificate from the list of certificates or

requirements in the certificate collection and utilizes the user's requirements or certificate

to determine if the user's signing certificate is valid. In some embodiments, the client

determines that the first signing certificate from the user of the identified tenant is valid if

the user's signing certificate meets the user's certificate requirements and determines that

the first signing certificate from the user of the identified tenant is invalid if the signing

certificate does not meet the user's certificate requirements.

[0058] Flow continues to second receiving operation 512. Second receiving operation 512

is similar to receiving operation 502 in that during operation 512 a second request for

validating a second signing certificate is received. The second request may be made by the

same client that made the first request or may be made by a different client from the client

that made the first request. In some embodiments, the data received by the client with the

second signing certificate is an email message, an instant message, or a calendar invitation.

In other embodiments, the data received by the client may be a video, a document, an image,

a spreadsheet, or any type of data file(s). This list is exemplary only and is not limiting. In

embodiments, the data received by the client includes a second signing certificate that

indicates that the data was sent to the client from a specific user of a specific tenant.

[0059] After receiving the request, flow continues to identifying operation 514. Operation

514 is similar to operation 504. At identifying operation 504, a tenant is identified out of a

plurality of tenants associated with the distributed network. The identified tenant may be



associated with a user indicated as the sender of the message or data. The server may

identify the tenant by using a tenant identifier, a user identifier, or any other type of identifier

associated with the request sent by the client or message/data received by the client.

[0060] Flow continues to comparison determination operation 516. At comparison

determination operation 516 a determination is made as to whether the identified tenant for

the second signing certificate is the same as the identified tenant for the first signing

certificate. At comparison determination operation 516, a determination is made as to

whether the tenants for the first and second signing certificates are the same by comparing

the two tenants to each other. If a determination is made that the tenants are the same, flow

branches "Yes" to operation 524. If a determination is made during operation 516 that the

identified tenant for the first signing certificate is different from the identified tenant for the

second signing certificate and is a new tenant, flow branches "No" to operation 516.

[0061] At store determination operation 524, a determination is made as to whether the

virtual store for the identified tenant is still stored on the server. At store determination

operation 524 a determination is made as to whether the virtual store for the identified tenant

is still accessible in memory. If a determination is made that virtual store is still stored or

otherwise accessible, flow branches "Yes" to operation 510 and flow continues from there.

If a determination is made during operation 524 that virtual store is not still stored or is not

accessible, flow branches "No" to operation 506 and flow continues from there.

[0062] At new accessing operation 518, the new tenant's certificate collection from the

new tenant's tenant store is accessed. The new tenant is the tenant identified at operation

514 that is different from the tenant identified at operation 506. In some embodiments, new

accessing operation 518 includes requesting access to the certificate collection and/or the

new tenant store. In other embodiments, accessing operation 506 may include reading the

certificate collection directly from the new tenant store. In some embodiments, the

certificate collection is a file saved on the new tenant store. In embodiments, the new tenant

store may be an isolated data store that is part of a distributed network. In such

embodiments, the data store is isolated such that only the tenant has read and/or write access

privileges to the data store. In embodiments, the certificate collection may by uploaded and

saved to the new tenant store by the new tenant administrator. The new tenant store may be

used to store new tenant data and new tenant configuration information. As discussed

above, the information saved on the new tenant store on the distributed network is isolated

and separate from other tenants. The information on the new tenant store including the

certificate collection is not accessible to other tenants, users, and/or clients on the distributed



network, thereby maintaining the security of the distributed system. In some embodiments,

the information on the new tenant store, including the certificate collection, may not be

publically available.

[0063] Flow continues to new loading operation 520. Operation 520 is similar to operation

508. At new loading operation 520, the new certificate collection is loaded to the virtual

store. In some embodiments, the server loads the new certificate as a new virtual store. The

virtual store may reside in memory that the device performing the method 500 has access

to. In some embodiments, the server deletes the new virtual store after the server uses the

virtual store. In other embodiments, the new virtual store is deleted after a predetermined

amount of time after use of the new virtual store or after a specific event occurs after use of

the new virtual store. For example, in some embodiments, the new virtual store is deleted

when a request to validate is received for a third signing certificate after use of the virtual

store. In another example, in some embodiments, the second virtual store is deleted 10

milliseconds, 8 seconds, 9 seconds, 12 seconds, 3 minutes, 8 minutes, 9 minutes, 35 minutes,

50 minutes, 55 minutes, 7 hours, 8 hours, 11 hours, 12 hours, 16 hours, or 3 days after use

of the virtual store.

[0064] Flow continues to new validation operation 522. Operation 522 is similar to

validation operation 510. At new validation operation 522, a determination is made as to

whether the second signing certificate is valid using certificate requirements or a certificate

from the virtual store. In some embodiments, after identifying the specific user (e.g., using

an identifier) of the tenant, the user's corresponding certificate or certificate requirements

from the certificate collection on the new virtual store is accessed. In these embodiments,

a determination of whether the second signing certificate from the user is valid is made by

utilizing the certificate requirements ore the certificate for the user listed within the new

certificate collection saved on the server as the new virtual store. In these embodiments, the

server validates the second signing certificate using the certificate requirements or

certificate of the user from the new certificate collection. If a determination is made that

the second signing certificate is invalid during operation 522, a notice of the invalid second

signing certificate is sent to the client that sent the second signature certificate validation

request. If a determination is made that the second signing certificate is valid during

operation 522, a notice of the valid second signing certificate is sent to the client that sent

the second signature certificate validation request.

[0065] In an alternative embodiment, a device performing the method 500 does not

determine the validity of the second signing certificate during operations 522 of method 500



and instead during operation 522 identifies the certificate requirements or certificate that

corresponds to the user of the new tenant from the new tenant's certificate collection on the

virtual store and sends the user's certificate requirements or certificate to the client

requesting validation of the second signing certificate. In this embodiment, the client

utilizes the received certificate requirements or certificate to determine if the second signing

certificate is valid. In some embodiments, the client determines that the second signing

certificate from the user of the new tenant is valid if the user's certificate is the same as the

user's second signing certificate and determines that the signing certificate from the user of

the new tenant is invalid if the user's certificate is not the same as the user's second signing

certificate.

[0066] In an alternate embodiment, a device performing the method 500 does not

determine the validity of the second signing certificate during operations 522 of method 500

and instead during operation 522 sends the virtual store containing the new tenant's

certificate collection to the client requesting validation. During these embodiments, the

client uses the received new certificate collection from the virtual store to determine if the

second signing certificate is valid. The client may identify the user's certificate

requirements or certificate from the list in the certificate collection and utilizes the user's

certificate requirements or certificate to determine if the user's signing certificate is valid.

In some embodiments, the client determines that the second signing certificate from the user

of the new tenant is valid if the user's signing certificate meets the user's certificate

requirements and determines that the second signing certificate from the user of the new

tenant is invalid if the user's signing certificate does not meet the user's certificate

requirements.

[0067] While method 500 is directed to the receipt of two signing certificates, the method

500 may be employed to handle for several different signing signatures for several different

clients (e.g., a first client, a second client, a third client, a fourth client, a fifth client, . . . a

nTH client) for several devices (e.g., a first tenant, a second tenant, a third tenant, a fourth

tenant, a fifth tenant, . . . a nTH tenant) simultaneously, at overlapping times, and/or at

staggered times. Further, method 500 may be performed by several different servers (first

server, second server, third server, a fourth server, a fifth server, . . . a nTH sever) within the

distributed network for one or more clients simultaneously, at overlapping times, and/or at

staggered times.

[0068] FIGS. 6-9 and the associated descriptions provide a discussion of a variety of

operating environments in which embodiments of the disclosure may be practiced.



However, the devices and systems illustrated and discussed with respect to FIGS. 6-9 are

for purposes of example and illustration and are not limiting of a vast number of computing

device configurations that may be utilized for practicing embodiments of the disclosure,

described herein

[0069] FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating physical components (e.g., hardware) of a

computing device 600 with which embodiments of the disclosure may be practiced. The

computing device components described below may computer executable instructions for

an email application 613, e.g., of a client and/or computer executable instructions for

validation module 6 11, e.g., of a server, that can be executed to employ the methods 400

and 500 disclosed herein. In a basic configuration, the computing device 600 may include

at least one processing unit 602 and a system memory 604. Depending on the configuration

and type of computing device, the system memory 604 may comprise, but is not limited to,

volatile storage (e.g., random access memory), non-volatile storage (e.g., read-only

memory), flash memory, or any combination of such memories. The system memory 604

may include an operating system 605 and one or more program modules 606 suitable for

running software applications 620 such as maintaining a session across a period of

disconnection in regards to FIGS. 2-3 and, in particular, email application 613 or validation

module 6 11. The operating system 605, for example, may be suitable for controlling the

operation of the computing device 600. Furthermore, embodiments of the disclosure may

be practiced in conjunction with a graphics library, other operating systems, or any other

application program and is not limited to any particular application or system. This basic

configuration is illustrated in FIG. 6 by those components within a dashed line 608. The

computing device 600 may have additional features or functionality. For example, the

computing device 600 may also include additional data storage devices (removable and/or

non-removable) such as, for example, magnetic disks, optical disks, or tape. Such additional

storage is illustrated in FIG. 6 by a removable storage device 609 and a non-removable

storage device 610.

[0070] As stated above, a number of program modules and data files may be stored in the

system memory 604. While executing on the processing unit 602, the program modules 606

(e.g., validation module 6 11 or email application) may perform processes including, but not

limited to, the embodiment, as described herein. Other program modules that may be used

in accordance with embodiments of the present disclosure, and in particular to generate

screen content, may include electronic mail and contacts applications, word processing

applications, spreadsheet applications, database applications, slide presentation



applications, drawing, messaging applications, and/or computer-aided application

programs, etc.

[0071] Furthermore, embodiments of the disclosure may be practiced in an electrical

circuit comprising discrete electronic elements, packaged or integrated electronic chips

containing logic gates, a circuit utilizing a microprocessor, or on a single chip containing

electronic elements or microprocessors. For example, embodiments of the disclosure may

be practiced via a system-on-a-chip (SOC) where each or many of the components

illustrated in FIG. 6 may be integrated onto a single integrated circuit. Such an SOC device

may include one or more processing units, graphics units, communications units, system

virtualization units and various application functionality all of which are integrated (or

"burned") onto the chip substrate as a single integrated circuit. When operating via an SOC,

the functionality, described herein, with respect to the capability of client to switch protocols

may be operated via application-specific logic integrated with other components of the

computing device 600 on the single integrated circuit (chip). Embodiments of the disclosure

may also be practiced using other technologies capable of performing logical operations

such as, for example, AND, OR, and NOT, including but not limited to mechanical, optical,

fluidic, and quantum technologies. In addition, embodiments of the disclosure may be

practiced within a general purpose computer or in any other circuits or systems.

[0072] The computing device 600 may also have one or more input device(s) 612 such as

a keyboard, a mouse, a pen, a sound or voice input device, a touch or swipe input device,

etc. The output device(s) 614 such as a display, speakers, a printer, etc. may also be included.

The aforementioned devices are examples and others may be used. The computing device

600 may include one or more communication connections 616 allowing communications

with other computing devices 618. Examples of suitable communication connections 616

include, but are not limited to, RF transmitter, receiver, and/or transceiver circuitry;

universal serial bus (USB), parallel, and/or serial ports.

[0073] The term computer readable media as used herein may include computer storage

media. Computer storage media may include volatile and nonvolatile, removable and non

removable media implemented in any method or technology for storage of information, such

as computer readable instructions, data structures, or program modules. The system memory

604, the removable storage device 609, and the non-removable storage device 610 are all

computer storage media examples (e.g., memory storage) Computer storage media may

include RAM, ROM, electrically erasable read-only memory (EEPROM), flash memory or

other memory technology, CD-ROM, digital versatile disks (DVD) or other optical storage,



magnetic cassettes, magnetic tape, magnetic disk storage or other magnetic storage devices,

or any other article of manufacture which can be used to store information and which can

be accessed by the computing device 600. Any such computer storage media may be part of

the computing device 600. Computer storage media does not include a carrier wave or other

propagated or modulated data signal.

[0074] Communication media may be embodied by computer readable instructions, data

structures, program modules, or other data in a modulated data signal, such as a carrier wave

or other transport mechanism, and includes any information delivery media. The term

"modulated data signal" may describe a signal that has one or more characteristics set or

changed in such a manner as to encode information in the signal. By way of example, and

not limitation, communication media may include wired media such as a wired network or

direct-wired connection, and wireless media such as acoustic, radio frequency (RF),

infrared, and other wireless media.

[0075] FIGS. 7A and 7B illustrate a mobile computing device 700, for example, a mobile

telephone, a smart phone, wearable computer (such as a smart watch), a tablet personal

computer, a laptop computer, and the like, with which embodiments of the disclosure may

be practiced. In some embodiments, the client may be a mobile computing device. With

reference to FIG. 7A, one embodiment of a mobile computing device 700 for implementing

the embodiments is illustrated. In a basic configuration, the mobile computing device 700

is a handheld computer having both input elements and output elements. The mobile

computing device 700 typically includes a display 705 and one or more input buttons 710

that allow the user to enter information into the mobile computing device 700. The display

705 of the mobile computing device 700 may also function as an input device (e.g., a touch

screen display). If included, an optional side input element 715 allows further user input.

The side input element 715 may be a rotary switch, a button, or any other type of manual

input element. In alternative embodiments, mobile computing device 700 may incorporate

more or less input elements. For example, the display 705 may not be a touch screen in some

embodiments. In yet another alternative embodiment, the mobile computing device 700 is a

portable phone system, such as a cellular phone. The mobile computing device 700 may

also include an optional keypad 735. Optional keypad 735 may be a physical keypad or a

"soft" keypad generated on the touch screen display. In various embodiments, the output

elements include the display 705 for showing a graphical user interface (GUI), a visual

indicator 720 (e.g., a light emitting diode), and/or an audio transducer 725 (e.g., a speaker).

In some embodiments, the mobile computing device 700 incorporates a vibration transducer



for providing the user with tactile feedback. In yet another embodiment, the mobile

computing device 700 incorporates input and/or output ports, such as an audio input (e.g., a

microphone jack), an audio output (e.g., a headphone jack), and a video output (e.g., a HDMI

port) for sending signals to or receiving signals from an external device.

[0076] FIG. 7B is a block diagram illustrating the architecture of one embodiment of a

mobile computing device. That is, the mobile computing device 700 can incorporate a

system (e.g., an architecture) 702 to implement some embodiments. In one embodiment, the

system 702 is implemented as a "smart phone" capable of running one or more applications

(e.g., browser, e-mail, calendaring, contact managers, messaging clients, games, and media

clients/players). In some embodiments, the system 702 is integrated as a computing device,

such as an integrated personal digital assistant (PDA) and wireless phone.

[0077] One or more application programs 766 may be loaded into the memory 762 and

run on or in association with the operating system 764. Examples of the application

programs include phone dialer programs, e-mail programs, personal information

management (PIM) programs, word processing programs, spreadsheet programs, Internet

browser programs, messaging programs, and so forth. The system 702 also includes a non

volatile storage area 768 within the memory 762. The non-volatile storage area 768 may be

used to store persistent information that should not be lost if the system 702 is powered

down. The application programs 766 may use and store information in the non-volatile

storage area 768, such as e-mail or other messages used by an e-mail application, and the

like. A synchronization application (not shown) also resides on the system 702 and is

programmed to interact with a corresponding synchronization application resident on a host

computer to keep the information stored in the non-volatile storage area 768 synchronized

with corresponding information stored at the host computer. As should be appreciated, other

applications may be loaded into the memory 762 and run on the mobile computing device

700, including the instructions to validate a signing certificate in a multi-tenant environment

as described herein (e.g., and/or optionally validation module 6 11).

[0078] The system 702 has a power supply 770, which may be implemented as one or

more batteries. The power supply 770 might further include an external power source, such

as an AC adapter or a powered docking cradle that supplements or recharges the batteries.

[0079] The system 702 may also include a radio 772 that performs the function of

transmitting and receiving radio frequency communications. The radio 772 facilitates

wireless connectivity between the system 702 and the "outside world," via a

communications carrier or service provider. Transmissions to and from the radio 772 are



conducted under control of the operating system 764. In other words, communications

received by the radio 772 may be disseminated to the application programs 766 via the

operating system 764, and vice versa.

[0080] The visual indicator 720 may be used to provide visual notifications, and/or an

audio interface 774 may be used for producing audible notifications via the audio transducer

725. In the illustrated embodiment, the visual indicator 720 is a light emitting diode (LED)

and the audio transducer 725 is a speaker. These devices may be directly coupled to the

power supply 770 so that when activated, they remain on for a duration dictated by the

notification mechanism even though the processor 760 and other components might shut

down for conserving battery power. The LED may be programmed to remain on indefinitely

until the user takes action to indicate the powered-on status of the device. The audio

interface 774 is used to provide audible signals to and receive audible signals from the user.

For example, in addition to being coupled to the audio transducer 725, the audio interface

774 may also be coupled to a microphone to receive audible input, such as to facilitate a

telephone conversation. In accordance with embodiments of the present disclosure, the

microphone may also serve as an audio sensor to facilitate control of notifications, as will

be described below. The system 702 may further include a video interface 776 that enables

an operation of an on-board camera 730 to record still images, video stream, and the like.

[0081] A mobile computing device 700 implementing the system 702 may have additional

features or functionality. For example, the mobile computing device 700 may also include

additional data storage devices (removable and/or non-removable) such as, for example,

magnetic disks, optical disks, or tape. Such additional storage is illustrated in FIG. 7B by

the non-volatile storage area 768.

[0082] Data/information generated or captured by the mobile computing device 700 and

stored via the system 702 may be stored locally on the mobile computing device 700, as

described above, or the data may be stored on any number of storage media that may be

accessed by the device via the radio 772 or via a wired connection between the mobile

computing device 700 and a separate computing device associated with the mobile

computing device 700, for example, a server computer in a distributed computing network,

such as the Internet. As should be appreciated such data/information may be accessed via

the mobile computing device 700 via the radio 772 or via a distributed computing network.

Similarly, such data/information may be readily transferred between computing devices for

storage and use according to well-known data/information transfer and storage means,

including electronic mail and collaborative data/information sharing systems.



[0083] FIG. 8 illustrates one embodiment of the architecture of a system for processing

data received at a computing system from a remote source, such as a computing device 804,

tablet 806, or mobile device 808, as described above. Content displayed at server device

802 may be stored in different communication channels or other storage types. For example,

various documents may be stored using a directory service 822, a web portal 824, a mailbox

service 826, an instant messaging store 828, or a social networking site 830. The email

application 613 (or productivity application, etc.) may be employed by a client who sends a

request to server 802 to validate a signing certificate. The server 802 may employ the

validation module 6 11 to perform methods 400 and/or 500 as described above. During the

performance of methods 400 and/or 500 by server 802, the server may access a certificate

collection 832 stored within store 816. By way of example, the client computing device may

be embodied in a personal computer 804, a tablet computing device 806 and/or a mobile

computing device 808 (e.g., a smart phone). Any of these embodiments of the computing

devices may obtain content from the store 816, in addition to receiving graphical data

useable to be either pre-processed at a graphic-originating system, or post-processed at a

receiving computing system.

[0084] Embodiments of the present disclosure, for example, are described above with

reference to block diagrams and/or operational illustrations of methods, systems, and

computer program products according to embodiments of the disclosure. The functions/acts

noted in the blocks may occur out of the order as shown in any flowchart. For example, two

blocks shown in succession may in fact be executed substantially concurrently or the blocks

may sometimes be executed in the reverse order, depending upon the functionality/acts

involved.

[0085] The description and illustration of one or more embodiments provided in this

application are not intended to limit or restrict the scope of the disclosure as claimed in any

way. The embodiments, examples, and details provided in this application are considered

sufficient to convey possession and enable others to make and use the best mode of claimed

disclosure. The claimed disclosure should not be construed as being limited to any

embodiment, example, or detail provided in this application. Regardless of whether shown

and described in combination or separately, the various features (both structural and

methodological) are intended to be selectively included or omitted to produce an

embodiment with a particular set of features. Having been provided with the description

and illustration of the present application, one skilled in the art may envision variations,

modifications, and alternate embodiments falling within the spirit of the broader aspects of



the general inventive concept embodied in this application that do not depart from the

broader scope of the claimed disclosure.



CLAIMS

1. A method for validating a custom signature, the method comprising:

receiving, at a first server in a distributed network, a first request to validate a first

signing certificate from a first client;

identifying a first tenant that relates to the first signing certificate from a plurality of

tenants;

accessing a first tenant certificate collection from a first tenant store on the

distributed network;

loading, on the first server, the first tenant certificate collection as a first tenant

virtual store; and

performing validation of the first signing certificate using the first tenant virtual

store.

2 . The method of claim 1, wherein the performing validation of the first signing

certificate using the first tenant virtual store further comprises:

determining that the first signing certificate is valid; and

sending validation of the first signing certificate to the first client.

3 . The method of claim 1, wherein the performing validation of the first signing

certificate using the first tenant virtual store further comprises:

determining that the first signing certificate is invalid; and

sending notice to the first client that the first signing certificate is invalid.

4 . The method of claim 1, further comprising:

receiving, at the first server in the distributed network, a second request to validate

a second signing certificate from a second client;

identifying a second tenant that relates to the second signing certificate from the

plurality of tenants;

accessing a second tenant certificate collection from a second tenant store on the

distributed network;

loading, on the first server, the second tenant certificate collection as a second tenant

virtual store; and

performing validation of the second signing certificate using the second tenant

virtual store.



5 . The method of claim 4, wherein the first tenant virtual store and the second tenant

virtual store are loaded on the first server at the same time, and wherein the first tenant

virtual store is deleted when the first server receives the second request to validate the

second signing certificate from the second client.

6 . The method of claim 4, wherein the first server receives the first request to validate

the first signing certificate from the first client and the second request to validate the second

signing certificate from the second client at the same time.

7 . The method of claim 1, wherein the first signing certificate is from a first user of the

first tenant,

wherein performing validation of the first signing certificate using the first tenant

virtual store further comprises:

identifying the first user of the first tenant;

identifying certificate requirements for the identified first user listed within the first

tenant certificate collection on the first tenant virtual store;

determining if the first signing certificate meets the certificate requirements of the

first user.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein the first client comprises at least one of:

a mobile telephone;

a smart phone;

a tablet;

a smart watch;

a wearable computer;

a personal computer;

a desktop computer; and

a laptop computer.

9 . The method of claim 1, wherein the distributed network communicates with the first

client for providing data to at least one of:

an email application;

a social networking application;

a collaboration application;



an enterprise management application;

a messaging application;

a word processing application;

a spreadsheet application;

a database application;

a presentation application;

a contacts application; and

a calendaring application.

10. A system comprising :

a distributed network of servers for data exchange with a client executed at least in

part by a computing device, the computing device comprising:

at least one processor;

a memory for containing computer-executable instructions, which when

executed by the at least one processor, cause a server to perform a method

comprising:

receiving a first request to validate a first signing certificate;

identifying a first tenant that relates to the first signing certificate

from a plurality of tenants;

requesting access to a first tenant certificate collection stored in a first

tenant store;

loading the first tenant certificate collection; and

performing validation of the first signing certificate using the first

tenant certificate collection.

11. The system of claim 10, wherein performing validation of the first signing certificate

further comprises:

identifying a first user of the first tenant;

identifying a certificate for the identified first user listed within the first tenant

certificate collection;

determining if the first signing certificate is the same as the certificate from the first

tenant certificate collection.



The system of claim 10, wherein the method further comprises:

receiving a second request to validate a second signing certificate;

identifying a second tenant that relates to the second signing certificate from

the plurality of tenants;

requesting access to a second tenant certificate collection stored in a second

tenant store;

loading the second tenant certificate collection;

performing validation of the second signing certificate using the second

tenant certificate collection;

receiving a third request to validate a third signing certificate;

identifying a third tenant that relates to the third signing certificate from the

plurality of tenants;

requesting access to a third tenant certificate collection stored in a third

tenant store;

loading the third tenant certificate collection; and

performing validation of the third signing certificate using the third tenant

certificate collection.

13. The system of claim 12, wherein the first tenant store, the second tenant store, and

the third tenant store are separately stored and isolated from each other on the distributed

network of servers.

The system of claim 10, wherein the method is performed in accordance with s/mime

15. The system of claim 10, wherein the first tenant store on the distributed network

receives a set of certificates from a first tenant administrator to form the first tenant

certificate collection.
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